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Abstract
Electric Vehicle routing is often modeled as a Shortest Feasible Path Problem (SFPP), which
minimizes total travel time while maintaining a non-zero State of Charge (SoC) along the route.
However, the problem assumes perfect information about energy consumption and charging stations,
which are difficult to even estimate in practice. Further, drivers might have varying risk tolerances
for different trips. To overcome these limitations, we propose two generalizations to the SFPP; they
compute the shortest feasible path for any initial SoC and, respectively, for every possible minimum
SoC threshold. We present algorithmic solutions for each problem, and provide two constructs:
Starting Charge Maps and Buffer Maps, which represent the tradeoffs between robustness of feasible
routes and their travel times. The two constructs are useful in many ways, including presenting
alternate routes or providing charging prompts to users. We evaluate the performance of our
algorithms on realistic input instances.
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1 Introduction
Several factors can cause an Electric Vehicle (EV) to get stranded along a route: They often
have shorter ranges than internal combustion (IC) vehicles, charging stations can be sparse
and fragmented among different providers. For drivers, this stranding risk manifests as range
anxiety and range stress [18, 25, 40, 41, 44, 46]. To alleviate range anxiety, route planning
for EVs must consider battery constraints while selecting routes [19, 33, 34, 48, 49].
Previous work [7, 8] models EV routing with charging stops as the NP-hard Shortest
Feasible Path Problem (SFPP): Given a road network modeled as a weighted, directed graph
with energy consumptions and travel times on each edge; charging stations on a subset
of vertices and their respective concave charging functions; a source vertex, a destination
vertex and a starting battery SoC, find a path that minimizes the total travel time including
charging time while maintaining a non-zero battery SoC at all points along the route. The
Charging Function Propagation (CFP) algorithm solves SFPP in exponential time and space.
In practice, however, the shortest feasible path might not be sufficient. First, the energy
consumptions on edges are derived from estimation models that are not perfectly accurate
[14, 20, 42, 43]. Second, the energy consumption of an EV depends on several factors that
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are difficult to even estimate: driver aggressiveness, age of the battery, wear and tear of
the EV. Each of these factors can affect the energy consumption significantly [1, 22]. Third,
users may have varying risk tolerances, and thus a one-size-fits-all approach is not sufficient
to alleviate range anxiety when serving routes for a large number of EV drivers.
In this work, we introduce two generalizations of SFPP which are used to compute
two constructs, the Starting Charge Map (SCM) and Buffer Map (BM). Both SCM and
BM are computed between a source vertex s and target vertex t. Evaluating SCMst for
a valid starting SoC βs gives the corresponding shortest feasible path between s and t,
while evaluating BMst for buffer energy b returns a shortest feasible path where the SoC is
guaranteed to never drop below b along the route.
The SCM and BM allow route planning systems to access a larger set of alternative
feasible paths than the standard CFP algorithm, which returns only a single feasible path.
This variety in paths has several applications–recommending EV drivers alternative routes,
generating suggestions like charging extra at s to save travel time, or letting users choose the
degree of acceptable risk for a trip. Both problems can be solved by brute force approaches
that run CFP for all possible values of βs or b. However, since βs or b can take an infinite
number of possible values, such an approach would simply not terminate. In this paper, we
make the following contributions:
We introduce the Starting Charge Map (SCM) and Buffer Map (BM) that encapsulate a
set of alternative routes to help alleviate range anxiety for a wide variety of EV drivers.
Computing SCM and BM using standard CFP requires several expensive runs of the
algorithm. We present fast, exact algorithms that compute the two abstractions with
acceptable real-time performance on large graphs.
We evaluate our algorithms on realistic instances, using real-world road networks of
California and Oregon, an energy consumption model taken from a Nissan Leaf 2013 [20],
and a dataset of public EV charging stations [2]. Our results show good performance
even without the use of preprocessing techniques for shortest path queries.
2 Related Work
Most current EVs suffice for a majority of trips that drivers take, as shown in [39]. However,
range anxiety, defined as an EV driver’s fear of getting stranded along a route is often cited
as a major hindrance to widespread EV adoption [24, 26]. Prior work shows that perceived
range anxiety is inversely related to the degree of drivers’ trust in the EVs [31, 44, 25, 46, 32].
Route planning for EVs, therefore, has two objectives: Minimize travel times under battery
constraints, and reduce surprise for the driver to minimize range anxiety.
Early works on EV route planning like [3, 45] consider the problem of minimizing energy
consumption along routes insted of standard route planning formulations that minimize
travel time [4]. Since then, many additions have been proposed to the EV routing problem
to make it more realistic. Several newer variants consider battery-swapping stations [19] or
charging functions [7, 12, 37, 50]. Some works [29, 48, 49] model EV routing as a multicriteria
Dijkstra’s search [35], which returns a set of pareto-optimal routes that are not dominated in
either travel time or energy consumption. Conversely, some other works like [7, 12] present
EV routing as an extension of the Constrained Shortest Path problem. These problems
seek to minimize total travel time including charging time, while constraining the total
energy consumption of paths to levels allowed by realistic battery capacities. Another line of
research considers “profile queries”, which look for all optimal shortest paths depending on a
certain state [47], e.g., the initial state of charge of an EV [10, 13] or the current point in
time [11, 17, 23].
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Underlying all EV routing algorithms is an assumption that the energy consumptions
assigned to graph edges are accurate. In practice, this is difficult to achieve with existing
energy consumption models [14, 20, 21, 42, 43, 36]. EV energy consumption is affected by
several factors including traffic conditions, driver aggressiveness, battery health and regular
wear-and-tear of the vehicle, which are hard to estimate. Recently, [1] showed that each
of these factors can impact the energy consumption along short routes by as much as 40%.
Similarly, [43] show a high variance in EV energy consumptions for short trips. To mitigate
the effects of inaccurate estimates, [46] recommend holding a safety margin between 12 and
23% of battery capacity. Only few EV routing algorithms [22, 30] accommodate buffer energy
for variance in energy consumption estimates or provide robust routes.
3 Preliminaries
Our setup is similar to the standard shortest feasible path problem [7, 8]. We consider a road
network modeled as directed graph G = ⟨V,E⟩, with V the set of vertices and E : V × V the
set of edges. We are given two edge weight functions d : E → R≥0 and c : E → R that assign
the travel time and energy consumption to each e ∈ E. An s− t path in G is a sequence of
adjacent vertices P = [s = v1v2 . . . vn = t], such that ∀1 ≤ i ≤ n, (vi, vi+1) ∈ E holds.
For a path P , the total driving time is d(P ) = Σn−1i=1 d(vi, vi+1). The consumption profile,
fP : [0,M ] → [−M,M ] ∪ {−∞} is a function that maps the starting SoC βs to residual
SoC βt at t after traversing P . fP can be negative due to energy recuperation along P , or
−∞ if it is not possible to traverse P with starting SoC βs. fP (β) can be computed using
a 3-tuple ⟨inP , costP ,maxP ⟩, where inP is the minimum SoC required at s to traverse P ,
costP = Σn−1i=1 c(vi, vi+1), and outP is the maximum SoC possible at t after traversing P [19].
Conversely, we define an inverse consumption profile f−1P : [−M,M ] → [0,M ] ∪ {∞}, which
maps residual SoC βt to the starting SoC βs. We evaluate both functions as:
fP (β) =

−∞ if β < inP
outP if β − costP > outP
β − costP otherwise
, f−1P (β) =

∞ if β > outP
inP if β + costP < inP
β + costP otherwise
Let fϕ(β) and f−1ϕ (β) be identity SoC profiles that always map a given SoC β to itself.
Given two paths P = [v1v2 . . . vk] and Q = [vk+1 . . . vn], we can get the concatenation P ◦Q =
[v1 . . . vkvk+1 . . . vn] and a linked consumption profile fP ◦Q as inP ◦Q = max{inP , costP +inQ},
outP ◦Q = min{outQ, outP − costQ}, and costP ◦Q = max{costP + costQ, inP − outQ}, if
outP ≥ inQ; otherwise, P ◦Q is infeasible and fP ◦Q ≡ −∞. Lastly, an (inverse) SoC profile
f1 is said to dominate f2 if ∀β ∈ [0,M ], f1(β) ≥ f2(β).
A set S ⊆ V marks the available charging stations on the road network. Each v ∈ S is
assigned a concave, monotonically increasing charging function cfv : R≥0 → [0,M ] that maps
the charging time at v to the resultant SoC after charging. Conversely, we also define the
inverse charging function cf−1v : [0,M ] → R≥0. To obtain the time it takes to charge from β1
to β2, we compute cf−1(β2) − cf−1(β1).
▶ Definition 1. A shortest feasible path P between a source s ∈ V and a target t ∈ V for
an EV with a starting SoC βs ∈ [0,M ] is one that minimizes the total trip time (travel time
+ charging time) while maintaining a non-negative battery SoC at all points on P .
For this work, we add two constraints to the original definition of charging functions:
First, we require that all charging functions have a minimum initial SoC of 0 and are able to
fully charge EVs to M SoC. This constraint is realistic as any real-world charging station can
charge an EV with an empty battery to its full capacity. Second, similar to [7], we require
all charging functions to be piecewise linear.
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3.1 Charging Function Propagation (CFP)
CFP [7, 8] is a generalization of the bicriteria Dijkstra’s algorithm [35] with two major
differences: First, the set of labels at a vertex represent all possible tradeoffs between
charging time and the resultant SoC after charging at the last station, and second, the
decision how much to charge at a station is taken at the immediately following station the
EV visits. This is because the amount of charge needed at u ∈ S is dependent on energy
consumed by the EV between u and the next station v ∈ S. If vi and vj are two consecutive
charging stations on a path P = [v1 . . . vn], we call the subpath [vi . . . vj ] a leg of P .
Assume that we want to find a shortest feasible path between s, t ∈ V for starting SoC
βs. For all v ∈ V , we maintain sets Luns(v) for unsettled and Lset(v) for settled labels. For
vertex v, a label of the CFP search is a 4-tuple ℓ = ⟨τv, βu, u, f[u...v]⟩ where τv is the total
travel time from s to v except the charging time at the last charging station u, βu is the
EV’s SoC on arriving at u and f[u...v] is the consumption profile of subpath [u . . . v]. The
CFP search propagates through G as follows:
1. At s: A label ℓ = ⟨0, βs, s, fϕ⟩ is added to the travel time ordered min-priority queue PQ.
2. Search reaches a non-charging vertex v ̸= t: Let path P = [s = v1 . . . vk = v] and total
travel time τP = Σk−1i=1 d(vi, vi+1). Create label ⟨τP , βs, s, fP ⟩ and add to Luns(v).
3. Search reaches first charging station vertex v ̸= t: Let path P = [s . . . v] and total travel
time over P be τP . Create label ⟨τP , fP (βs), v, fϕ⟩ and add to Luns(v).
4. Search reaches a non-charging vertex v ≠ t: Let ℓ = ⟨τv, βu, u, f[u...v]⟩ be the current label
extracted from PQ. Since u is the last charging station, let subpath P = [u . . . v] and the
total travel time over P be τP . Add label ⟨τ[s...v], f[s...v](βs), u, fP ⟩ to Luns(v).
5. Search reaches a subsequent charging vertex v ̸= t: Let ℓ = ⟨τv, βu, u, f[u...v]⟩ be the
current label extracted from PQ. Since u is the last charging station, let leg L = [u . . . v]
of path P = [s . . . v], and the total travel time over P be τP . Compute the SoC function
bℓ(τ) := τP + fL(cfu(βu, τ − τP )). Since all charging functions are assumed to be
piecewise linear, it suffices to create one label per breakpoint of bℓ [7]. For breakpoint
B = (τB , SoCB), create a label ⟨τB , SoCB , v, fϕ⟩ and add to Luns(v).
6. Search reaches destination t: Terminate and backtrack to extract a path from s to t.
The label sets for all v ∈ V are used to minimise the total number of dominance checks
among labels for v. Luns is implemented as a min-heap with total feasible travel time as
the key, and the following invariant is maintained: The minimum label ℓ in Luns(v) is not
dominated by any label in Lset(v). Label ℓ dominates ℓ′ iff bℓ(τ) ≥ bℓ′(τ) when τ ≥ 0.
As the number of labels created during CFP search can be exponential, the algorithm
belongs to the EXPTIME class. A combination of A* search using potential functions and
Contraction Hierarchies [28] can be used to speed up CFP on large graphs in practice. When
both speedup techniques are combined, the result is called the CHArge algorithm [7, 8].
4 Starting Charge Maps
▶ Definition 2. For a given source s ∈ V and target t ∈ V , a starting charge map
SCMst : [0,M ] → P is a function that maps a starting charge βs to the corresponding
shortest feasible path P .
An SCM is a generalization of the shortest feasible path problem where the starting
SoC βs is unknown. First, it can be used to recommend users faster routes that they can
take if the starting SoC is higher. For example, given an SCM , it is trivial to generate
recommendations for EV drivers like “The best path with your current SoC takes 45 minutes,
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but you might save 10 minutes if you spend 15 more minutes charging at your present location
before starting your trip”. Such recommendations can be particularly useful to EV drivers for
routes with flexible starting times. Second, different trips taken by an EV user might have
different levels of risk aversion, and an SCM can be used to show users feasible paths that
suit the current scenario. As an example, consider two EV trips, the first through an urban
area with a high density of charging stations during daytime, and a second trip through a
sparsely populated area after nightfall. In the first scenario, most drivers might trade off a
higher stranding risk for shorter travel times, while the preferences might be reversed for
the second route. SCMs can be used to explore such alternatives and present them to the
driver. Asking the driver to charge longer might reduce the risk, while allowing to start with
a lower SoC usually increases the risk. Lastly, in most applications, routes are computed
on a server and sent to the users on mobile clients. Since battery constraints apply for EV
routing, more information about the vehicle needs to be sent to the server than for regular
Internal Combustion (IC) vehicles. If instead of individual routes, SCMs are computed and
sent to the client for display, the current SoC no longer needs to be sent to the routing server,
which may result in better privacy for the drivers.
A brute force approach to compute SCMst is to run the CFP algorithm for all values in
[0,M ]. However, since [0,M ] contains an infinite number of values, this is clearly not feasible.
Even if we discretize the domain and restrict it to only percentage values that are multiples
of a small fixed integer k, running CFP 100k times, once each for {0, k, 2k, 3k, ..., 100}%,
would still be too slow for interactive routing applications where queries need to be answered
quickly. A better approach is to run a series of binary searches in the starting SoC range
[0,M ] such that on iteration i, the search returns a breakpoint starting SoC β ∈ [0,M ],
where the shortest feasible paths for starting SoC β and (β + ϵ) differ by at least one edge.
However, if |SCMst| = N , such an approach would take N logN runs of the CFP algorithm.
In the next section, we present an algorithm that computes SCMst in N runs.
4.1 Reverse Charging Function Propagation
First, we introduce the following intermediate problem:
▶ Definition 3. The Reverse Shortest Feasible Path (RSFP) Problem:
Given a graph G = ⟨V,E⟩, edge weight functions d : E → R≥0 and c : E → R that represent
travel time and energy consumption on edges respectively, a source s ∈ V and a target t ∈ V ,
a set S ⊆ V marked as charging stations, and an SoC βt, find a shortest path P such that
SoC never drops below 0 along P and has a residual SoC at least βt at t.
As RSFP is closely related to the regular shortest feasible path problem, it can be solved
with a reverse variant of the CFP algorithm. Note that several operations needed for CFP
are not symmetric, e.g., f(P ◦Q) ̸= f(Q ◦ P ). Following, we detail the Reverse Charging
Function Propagation (RCFP) algorithm and extend it to compute Starting Charge Maps.
The Reverse CFP works on a backward graph G′, obtained by reversing the directions of
all edges in G. The RCFP search starts at t with residual SoC βt and propagates towards s.
At v ∈ V , a label ℓ′ is defined as ⟨τt, β′u, u, f[v...u]⟩, with τt the total travel time on subpath
[t . . . v], u the last charging station encountered in the search, β′u the SoC after charging at
u, and f[v...u] the consumption profile of subpath [v . . . u].
A key difference between forward and reverse CFP search labels is that while a label ℓ
for the forward search contains βu, the SoC before charging at the last charging station u,
ℓ′ stores β′u, the SoC after charging at u. Computing β′u is only possible in reverse CFP
search, because of the following: As forward CFP search reaches v, only the exact energy
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(a) CFP runs on G with piecewise linear, concave charging functions.
(b) RCFP runs on backward graph G′ with inverse charging functions.
Figure 1 Comparing SFP and RSFP problem setups. While charging functions map the time
spent charging to an EV’s SoC at departure, inverted charging functions map the EV’s SoC at
arrival at the charging station to the least possible charging time required to reach target.
consumption on [u . . . v] is known, and therefore CFP needs to keep track of all possible
charging scenarios at previous charging station u until the search reaches t or the next
charging station. However, in RCFP search, the exact energy consumption between v and
the target or next charging station u is known. Thus, as RCFP search reaches a charging
station or origin, we know exactly how much charge is needed to travel from v to u, and
have residual SoC β′u. Both forward and reverse CFP maintain two label sets for each v ∈ V :
Luns(v) for unsettled and Lset(v) for settled labels.
Further, for RCFP, we transform all cfv to inverse charging functions cf−1v . At v ∈ S,
cf−1v returns the time required to charge an empty battery to resultant SoC β′. Note that
under our assumptions, the inverse charging functions are piecewise linear, convex and
monotonically decreasing. RCFP propagates through G′ as follows:
1. At t: A label ℓ′ = ⟨0, βt, t, f−1ϕ ⟩ is added to the travel time ordered min-priority queue.
2. Search reaches a non-charging vertex v ̸= s: Let path P = [v = v1 . . . vk = t] and total
travel time be τP = Σk1d(vi, vi+1). Create label ⟨τP , βt, t, f−1P ⟩ and add to Luns(v).
3. Search reaches first charging station vertex v ̸= s: Let path P = [v . . . t], total travel time
over P be τP . Create label ⟨τP , f−1P (βt), v, f
−1
ϕ ⟩ and add to Luns(v).
4. Search reaches a non-charging vertex v ≠ t: Let ℓ = ⟨τv, βu, u, f[u...v]⟩ be the current label
extracted from PQ. Since u is the last charging station, let subpath P = [u . . . v] and the
total travel time over P be τP . Add label ⟨τ[s...v], f−1[s...v](βs), u, f
−1
P ⟩ to Luns(v).
5. Search reaches a subsequent charging vertex v ̸= s: Let ℓ′ = ⟨τt, β′u, u, f−1[u...v]⟩ be the
current label extracted from PQ. Since u is the last charging station, let leg L =
[u . . . v] and path P = [v . . . t]. Let the total travel time over P be τP . Next, compute
the Starting SoC function b′ℓ′(β) := τP + max(0, cf
−1
u (f−1ℓ (β)) − cf
−1
u (β′u)). Again,
since we assume that all inverted charging functions are piecewise linear, it suffices to
create one label per breakpoint of b′ℓ′ . For breakpoint B = (τB , SoCB), create a label
⟨b′ℓ′(SoCB), SoCB , v, f
−1
P ⟩ and add to Luns(v).
6. Search reaches destination s: Terminate and backtrack to extract a path from t to s.
A label ℓ′1 is said to dominate ℓ′2 iff b′ℓ′1(β) ≤ b
′
ℓ′1
(β) for β ≥ 0.
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Figure 2 “Virtual” vertices added to the graph.
▶ Lemma 4. If a shortest feasible s− t path exists, running the RCFP algorithm from t to s
with βt = 0 finds it.
Proof. Let P be a shortest feasible s− t path in G. Now, we show that RCFP computes
the correct solution (travel time and starting SoC) for P . We distinguish three cases:
P contains no charging stop: The linking operation on (inverse) consumption profiles is
associative [10]. Further, the order in which labels are added to Luns(v) does not affect
the correctness of the algorithms. Therefore, a shortest feasible path is found regardless
of search direction and the correctness of RCFP follows from that of CFP [8].
P contains a single charging stop: Let u be the charging stop on P , which divides P
into subpaths [s . . . u] and [u . . . t]. As the RCFP search starts from t and reaches u, the
departure SoC at u is set to in[u...t], the minimum SoC required to ensure feasibility
of P . Charging more at u only increases the charging time without any corresponding
decrease in travel time, which in turn increases the total travel time along P , violating
the assumption that P is the shortest feasible path. On subpath [s . . . u], the RCFP
search proceeds as in case (1).
P contains multiple charging stops: Let u and u′ be two consecutive charging stations on
P , which divide P into subpaths [s . . . u], [u . . . u′] and [u′ . . . t]. Lemma 2 in [8] shows that
for CFP, the optimal departure time at u always corresponds to charging to either in[u...u′]
or to a breakpoint of cfu. Similarly, after the RCFP search reaches u, the departure time
at u′ always corresponds to charging to either in[u...u′], or to a breakpoint of cf−1u′ , which
is optimal.
Next, we show that the minimum time label in RCFP search is not dominated by other
labels and reaches s the first. The first claim follows from the dominance criterion for RCFP,
which is symmetric to that of CFP: A label ℓv is dominated if it results in a higher total
travel time for every possible initial SoC at v. This implies that a dominated label can not
result in a unique optimal solution, since replacing the sub-path to the target it represents
with the sub-path of the label dominating it would result in a better or equal solution. Lastly,
since labels are ordered by travel time at all Luns(v), the label with minimum total travel
time reaches s first. ◀
4.1.1 Computing SCM with Reverse CFP
If the Reverse CFP algorithm does not terminate when the search reaches s and is instead
allowed to continue to run until PQ is empty, we would have the set of all pareto-optimal
feasible paths from s to t at s. This set of pareto-optimal feasible paths forms the Starting
Charge Map between vertices s and t.
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▶ Theorem 5. If the RCFP algorithm is run from t ∈ V with βt = 0 until the priority queue
is empty, the Pareto-set of labels at every s ∈ V is equivalent to SCMst.
Proof. We prove Theorem 5 by showing that after running the RCFP from t, a starting
SoC βs, the label set at s contains a label that corresponds to SCMst(βs). For this, we add
temporary virtual vertices s(M−x) and an edge from s(M−x) to s with energy consumption x
to the network, as depicted in Figure 2. From Lemma 4, we know that RCFP can compute
a shortest feasible path P from s(M−x) to t. Note that by construction, P must contain s
and in[s...t] ≤ x, since (M − x) energy is consumed on the edge from s(M−x) to s. Thus, a
label ℓ must exist at s that represents the shortest feasible path from s to t and requires an
initial SoC of at most x.ℓ corresponds to SCMst(x). Since the computation of RCFP in the
network without s(M−x) is independent of the existence of s(M−x), the RCFP algorithm has
to compute the label ℓ before the priority queue runs empty even if s(M−x) is not part of the
network. ◀
5 Buffer Maps
Like Starting Charge Maps, a Buffer Map is a generalization of the Shortest Feasible Path
Problem; albeit instead of unknown starting charge βs, the lower bound of minimum allowed
SoC along the path is raised from 0 to an arbitrary b ∈ [0,M ]. Formally,
▶ Definition 6. A buffer map BMst : [0,M ] → P between a source s ∈ V and target t ∈ V
is a function that maps a given buffer SoC b ∈ [0,M ] to the corresponding shortest feasible
path P such that the EV maintains at least b SoC at all points in P .
Further, like SCMs, Buffer Maps can be used to show alternative routes to EV drivers who
can decide upon the degree of acceptable stranding risk along the route. However, a key
difference between the two abstractions and their usage is that while SCMs are used to get
alternative routes depending on the starting state of the EV, alternative routes in buffer
maps differ on the basis of projected EV behaviour along the route. In this way, alternative
routes in BMs offer strong guarantees against stranding risk for EV drivers; not surprisingly,
they are also more expensive to compute. Note that this problem would also qualify as what
is referred to as “profile query” in the literature, since we ask for an optimal solution for
arbitrary initial SoC [10, 13]. However, unlike [10, 13], we consider a multi-criteria variant of
this problem and also allow intermediate charging stops.
For each distinct b, a run of the CFP algorithm can yield a shortest feasible path with
the minimum SoC equal to b. A brute force approach to computing a Buffer Map is to run
CFP several times, setting b to each value in [0,M ]. However, this approach is not feasible
since the interval [0,M ] contains infinite values. In the next subsection, we present an exact,
practical algorithm to compute a buffer map.
5.1 Iterative Charging Function Propagation
Each EV path consists of a sequence of legs. We define:
▶ Definition 7. Given an SoC b ∈ [0,M ], a critical leg of a shortest feasible path P is one
on which the SoC drops to b.
CFP computes the exact amount of charge that an EV charges at every station along a
feasible route P in order to minimize total travel time. However, to ensure that the minimum
SoC of the EV along P never drops below a given b ∈ [0,M ], the EV must charge extra on
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the charging stations adjacent to critical legs along P . The amount of extra energy to charge
at such stations is exactly equal to that required to maintain at least b SoC along the route,
and is called the buffer energy.
Our approach to computing a Buffer Map BMst for a given source s ∈ V and target t ∈ V
works in iterations. Every iteration starts with choosing a value b′ ∈ [0,M ]. An augmented
variant of CFP is run that returns a shortest feasible path P ′ such that the minimum SoC
of the EV along P ′ is equal to b′. A collection of all such P ′ constitutes the set of paths
in BMst. Therefore, our approach has two components: first, an augmented variant of the
CFP that respects the buffer SoC b′, and second, an algorithm that computes the increase
in b′ on every iteration.
5.1.1 Augmenting CFP
The first iteration of our algorithm starts with b′ = 0. The augmented CFP search starts
from s with an SoC βs and propagates towards t. Assume that the search requires charging
at consecutive stations u′ and u, and reaches v ∈ V . Let the breakpoints of cfu′ be
[B1u′B2u′ . . . Bmu′ ], where Biu′ = (τ iu′ , SoCiu′), 1 ≤ i ≤ m where SoC ′i is EV’s resultant SoC after
charging for time τ iu′ . Similarly, the breakpoints of cfu are [B1uB2u...Bnu ].
Figure 3 Augmented CFP setup.
Recall that CFP sets the amount of charge added to the EV at a station only after the
search reaches the next charging station. Let the EV’s SoC be ψu′ at departure after charging
at station u′. Also, let Bu′ = (τu′ , SoCu′) be the breakpoint of cfu′ with SoC immediately
lesser or equal to ψu′ , and Bu′ = (τu′ , SoCu′) be the next breakpoint after Bu′ . Therefore,
SoCu′ ≤ ψu′ < SoCu′ . Figure 3 shows an example of the Bu′ and Bu′ corresponding to a
given ψu′ . Similarly, given cfu and ψu, SoCu ≤ ψu ≤ SoCu.
At v ∈ V , a label of the search is given by l = ⟨τv, βu, u, f[u...v], ρv, δv⟩, where τt, βu, u,
and f[u...v] are analogous to regular CFP, ρv is the time required to add unit buffer energy
to the EV on the current path, and δv is the maximum SoC up to which it can be charged
without a loss in charging rate (due to concavity of charging functions).
▶ Lemma 8. Let P be a shortest feasible s − t path with k charging stops on P and b be
the minimum allowed SoC along P . Assume that the EV arrives at ith charging station with
SoC αi, charges for ti time, and departs with SoC ψi. Further, let C be the charging stations
at the beginning of critical legs in P . To increase the buffer energy along P by ϵ, increasing
departure SoC ψi to (ψi + ϵ) on all stations in C is an optimal solution if:
(1) On charging stations in C, f(ψi + ϵ) − f(ψi) = ϵ, i.e. charging ϵ more increases the
residual SoC at t by ϵ.
(2) On all non-critical legs, the minimum allowed SoC is at least b + ϵ.
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(3) For all charging stations in C, the charging function is differentiable and does not have
breakpoints with SoCs in range [ψi, (ψi + ϵ)].
(4) For all charging stations at the end of a critical leg, the charging function is differentiable
and does not have a breakpoint in SoC range [αi, (αi + ϵ)].
Proof. First, note that increasing ψi at all charging stations in C by ϵ is sufficient to increase
the total buffer by ϵ – this follows immediately from conditions (1) and (2).
Let a solution S be the set of charging stops and charging times along path P , resulting
from an Augmented CFP run between vertices s to t. We will show that no other solution
can result in a lower total travel time along path P without changing at least one edge in P .
Assume for contradiction, a solution S′ has a lower total travel time than S along same path
P . In order to increase the buffer energy for S by ϵ, ψi for each charging station in C must
be increased by at least (ψi + ϵ). This can only be achieved by charging additional energy at
a station on P .
Let j be the charging stop closest to t at which charging time differs between S and S′.
We claim that there must be a critical leg after departing from j and that its departure
SoC is (ψj + ϵ) – if this were not the case, we could decrease the departure SoC at j to
(ψj + ϵ), which would be sufficient to increase buffer energy by ϵ, giving us a faster solution
and contradicting the assumption that S is optimal. This implies that we can decrease the
departure SoC at j to (ψj + ϵ), which is sufficient to increase buffer energy by ϵ, which gives
us a faster solution contradicting the assumption that S is optimal. Since the departure
SoC on j is equal to (ψj + ϵ), the arrival SoC at j must be greater. In other words, we
charge more at some other stop i so we can charge less at j. But then, we can create a faster
solution for buffer energy b as follows: there exists a δ > 0 such that we can charge δ more at
i and charge δ less at j (since the charging function is concave and differentiable around ψj ,
the charging rate remains the same as for (ψj + ϵ)). This contradicts the fact the solution S
for buffer SoC b was optimal. ◀
The CFP search starts from s with ρs = 0 and δs = M . Assume that the search reaches
charging station u after charging at a prior station u′. Let lu = ⟨τv, βu, u, f[u...v], ρv, δv⟩
be the current label extracted from priority queue. If ψu′ = b′, i.e. the leg [u′ . . . u] is a
critical leg, we set δu = min(δu′ , SoCB2 − SoCB1 , SoCu − cfu(f[u′...u](ψu′))), where SoCB1
and SoCB2 are the SoC of the first and second breakpoints of the SoC function of lu.





. If [u′ . . . u] is not a critical leg, the
δu = min(δu′ , in[u′...u] − b′), and ρu = ρu′ .
A label lu dominates l′u if the SoC function of lu dominates the SoC function of lu′ , and
ρu ≤ ρu′ . In other words, a label l dominates l′ if it represents a faster path to which the
buffer energy can be added at a faster rate.
5.1.2 Computing b′ for the next iteration
On an iteration, we let the augmented CFP run and collect the complete set of non-dominated
labels at target t. Let the set of labels collected at t be L. The Augmented CFP search
guarantees that every li ∈ L represents a feasible path where the SoC along the path does
not drop below b. Let the label lmin have the minimum total travel time of all l ∈ L. Next,
we need to determine the maximum buffer energy that can be added at stations adjacent to
critical legs of the shortest feasible path P found in the current iteration, while ensuring that
no other feasible path becomes a better (faster) choice than P . We can solve this problem
geometrically on an X-Y plane, where X and Y axis represent the buffer SoC and the total
travel time of the EV respectively.
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Figure 4 Each line on the X-Y plane represents a label li ∈ L for iteration N . Highlighted blue
label line segment represents the minimum time label lmin. The slope of blue label line segment is
ρ ∈ lmin, and the X-intercept is equal to travel time τt ∈ lmin. It intersects with two other label line
segments at ι1 and ι2. Similarly, let intersection points be {ι1, ι2, ..., ιn} if L contains more labels. b′
for the next iteration is equal to the minimum buffer SoC in {ι1, ι2, ..., ιn} (SoC of shown green line).
For a label lt, we draw a label line segment with slope ρt ∈ lt, and the X-intercept equal
to the total travel time τt of l. Further, the maximum ordinate of the line segment is given
by δt ∈ lt. Figure 4 shows an example where L contains three labels. The next step is to find
the globally minimum buffer SoC, δmin to which the EV can be charged the fastest among all
labels in L. To find such a value, we start with the label line segment for lmin, and find its
intersections with all other label line segments on the plane. Let the set of such intersections
be {ι1, ι2, ..., ιn}. Since Figure 4 has only three label line segments, it shows two intersection
points ι1 and ι2. Thus, δmin is given by the buffer SoC of the intersection point that lowest
on the Y-axis in the plane. For the next iteration, we set b′ = δmin and add the feasible path
represented by lt to the buffer map BM .
▶ Lemma 9. The global delta selection algorithm is correct, i.e. no feasible path has a
lower total travel time and can add buffer energy faster than the chosen route given by the
algorithm.
Proof. We prove geometrically. Since all charging functions are convex with a positive slope,
the slopes of all label line segments in the X-Y plane are positive. Further, since lmin has
the smallest X-intercept, in buffer SoC interval [0,SoC of ι1], no other label in L can charge
the EV to a higher buffer SoC in lesser time. ◀
As we increase b′ on each iteration, the augmented CFP search becomes more selective
and the number of feasible paths from s to t decreases, since only on fewer paths would an
EV be able to maintain a higher minimum SoC. The iterations terminate when b′ becomes
high enough so the CFP search does not return any feasible paths.
▶ Theorem 10. The Iterative CFP algorithm terminates and computes BMst correctly.
Proof. We have already argued that we compute ρ and δ correctly for labels propagated by
the Augmented CFP search, and that for label l it gives us the minimum additional required
charging time in order to increase the buffer energy by any value in [0, δ] on the feasible
path represented by l. We now show that the solutions added to the buffer map are indeed
optimal and there is no remaining path with a shorter time for some value of buffer energy.
Assume for contradiction, that we add a label l to the buffer map, for which there exists a
label l′ that offers a faster solution for some buffer energy. Observe that this implies that it
is not a part of the Pareto set at the target, since the global delta computation finds the
best label in that set by lemma 9. We can now distinguish two cases:
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1. l′ represents a feasible path with at least one critical leg: Since l′ can not have a faster
(minimum) traversal time than l by construction (the algorithm selected l and added it
to the buffer map because it is the label with minimum travel time), it can only become
the better solution after adding additional charge so it yields shorter total travel time for
higher buffer energy. In other words, l′ offers a better charging rate and therefore is not
dominated by l, which implies that it (or another dominating label) must be a member
of the Pareto set. This must result in a lower intersection point on the Y-axis than δ
during the global delta computation, which contradicts our assumption.
2. l′ represents a feasible path with no critical leg: This implies it has no charging stop (if
there was a label with a charging stop but no critical leg, we could always charge less to
obtain a faster solution). This means it cannot be dominated by l because it has ρ = 0,
and therefore it or another single-leg path must be a part of the Pareto set, which implies
that it is taken into account when computing the global value of δ, again leading to a
contradiction. ◀
Several factors can affect the total number of iterations required to compute BM : the
distance between s and t, the total number of charging stations required to reach from s
to t, which in turn depends on the parameters of the EV under consideration. The number
of iterations further depends on the number of breakpoints in charging functions along the
feasible paths from s to t. However, in practice, the number of iterations remains small for
the following reasons: First, cfu, u ∈ S are usually simple, linear functions up to 80% charge
and only have a small number of breakpoints in the 80 − 100% range. Next, most EV trips
tend to not have a large number of charging stops along the way, and as EV ranges increase,
this number would further decrease.
6 Experiments
We implemented our algorithms in C++ using Apple clang version 10.0.1 with −O3 optimiz-
ations. All experiments were run on macOS 10.14.6 using a Mac Pro 6,1 with a quad-core
Intel Xeon E5 (3.7 GHz base clock). The processor has 256 KB of per-core L2 and 10 MB of
shared L3 cache. The machine has 64 GBs of DDR3-ECC memory clocked at 1866 MHz.
6.1 Preparing a realistic EV Routing instance
Table 1 Our road network is taken from OpenStreetMap, public charging stations data from
the Alternative Fuel Data Center [2], elevations from NASADEM [38] and an energy consumption
model from a Nissan Leaf 2013 [20].
Dataset Vertices Edges |Ch. stations|
Oregon (contracted) 502327 710107 323
California (contracted) 2547618 3741891 1406
We extract the road networks of Oregon and California from OpenStreetMap (OSM)1
and label each edge with travel time equal to geographic distance divided by the maximum
allowed speed for the road segment type. We contract all vertices with degrees ≤ 2 for our
experiments, keeping only the largest connected component of the network. Table 1 shows
the size of road networks after contraction.
1 https://openstreetmap.org/
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Next, we add the elevation to each vertex of the network, taken by sampling the NAS-
ADEM elevation dataset at 30m resolution [38]. The elevation is required to compute the
energy consumption on every edge of the network, which we derive from a microscopic EV
energy consumption model for a Nissan Leaf 2013 [20].
Lastly, we extract the locations of public EV charging stations in Oregon and California
from the Alternative Fuels Data Center [2]. For each charging station in the dataset, we
mark the vertex geographically closest to it as the charging station. We assign each charging
station vertex one of three charging functions: i) a slow linear function that charges the
EV to full battery in 120 minutes; ii) a fast charging function that charges the EV to 80%
in 30 minutes and to full capacity in 60 minutes, and iii) a fastest charging function that
charges to 80% capacity in 20 minutes, and to full in 40 minutes. We arbitrarily assign 60%
of all charging stations the slow charging function, another 30% stations the fast, and the
remaining 10% the fastest charging functions.
To allow for tests with reasonable running times, we make it easier for a label to dominate
another in the (Reverse) CFP search. We do this by adding a constant slack energy
consumption ϵ to the dominance criterion in all three algorithms. Given labels ℓ1 and ℓ2, ℓ1
dominates ℓ2 iff all breakpoints of ℓ1’s SoC function have a higher energy than breakpoints
of ℓ2’s SoC function after decreasing each breakpoint by ϵ energy. We set ϵ to 1% of the
total battery capacity of the EV. Similar modifications to the dominance criteria have been
proposed in earlier work, e.g. see [5, 12].
6.2 Reverse Shortest Feasible Path Queries & Starting Charge Maps
Table 2 Average performance of 1000 queries running RCFP vs. variants of standard CFP. The
EV is always assumed to start with 100% SoC at source. CFP with stopping criterion terminates
after finding only one feasible route, and is therefore much faster than regular CFP which returns
all feasible routes. RCFP can be seen to perform at par with CFP without stopping criterion. Time
shown in seconds, also shown – no. of labels extracted from priority queue, alternative routes to t,
and the no. of times search reached target. Targets found differ between RCFP and CFP because of
the difference in dominance criteria.
16 kWh 32 kWh
Alg. Time kLabels |Routes| Targets Time kLabels |Routes| Targets
CFP (Stp) 1.767 933 0.709 709 1.510 873 0.895 895
CFP 3.853 1758 4.962 709 3.629 1973 5.634 895




CFP (Stp) 34.847 10141 0.722 722 21.805 8645 1.0 1000
CFP 70.076 19684 8.88 722 61.171 21596 9.837 1000





64 kWh 128 kWh
Time kLabels |Routes| Targets Time kLabels |Routes| Targets
CFP (Stp) 0.877 730 1.0 1000 0.678 621 1.0 1000
CFP 2.648 1859 5.205 1000 2.521 1751 5.04 1000




CFP (Stp) 13.919 6631 1.0 1000 7.221 5006 1.0 1000
CFP 47.197 18273 8.429 1000 25.182 13752 6.304 1000





Table 2 shows the results of running 1000 SFP and RSFP queries with several standard EV
battery capacities (16, 32, 64, and 128 kWh) between random vertices in the road networks
of Oregon and California. The table compares the performance of three algorithms–forward
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CFP with stopping criterion, which makes the search terminates as soon as it reaches t; full
forward CFP that runs till all pareto-optimal feasible paths from s to t are found; and the
Reverse CFP algorithm as presented in Section 4.
We find that the CFP with stopping criterion performs at least a factor of two faster than
full CFP that computes the pareto-optimal set of feasible paths. This is hardly surprising as
the full CFP offers a richer set of routes which planners can use, in lieu of more computational
overhead. However, if faster queries are desirable at the cost of alternative routes, the same
technique can be applied to the reverse CFP algorithm with little effort. Target pruning [9]
is another closely related technique that can achieve the same goal.
We observe that for both networks, SFP and RSFP query times generally decrease with
increase in range of the EV, with a notable exception of capacity increase from 16 to 32 kWh,
in which case the reverse search query times increase for the Oregon network and full CFP
query times for the California network. This can be explained as follows: As the battery
capacity increases, the (R)CFP search is able to reach vertices farther away. However, with
increase in range, the slack energy ϵ also increases, making it easier for a label to dominate
another, so fewer labels are settled in the search. The net effect of the two opposing factors,
in this case, is that the total query time increases.
6.3 Iterative CFP and Buffer Maps
Table 3 Average performance of Iterative CFP to answer 1000 Buffer Map queries (with 50 and
100% starting SoC) between random vertices on the Oregon road network.
Range Time (s) kLabels Iterations Avg. |BM | Targets
16 kWh 67.405 30754 7.03 6.103 640
32 kWh 99.310 45685 9.987 9.061 878
64 kWh 32.571 25441 9.37 8.538 1000
128 kWh 17.440 15316 7.013 6.359 1000
50
%
16 kWh 198.395 57545 10.573 9.57 709
32 kWh 85.484 47106 14.285 13.29 895
64 kWh 53.706 37930 14.225 14.22 1000
128 kWh 14.240 16183 10.611 9.635 1000
10
0%
Table 3 shows the results of 1000 Iterative CFP queries between random vertices in the
Oregon network. We do not report the running times for California, since they were found
to be impractical with some queries running for more than 3 hours.
The total running time of the Iterative CFP algorithm has two components: The cost of
Augmented CFP runs and the cost of computing the minimum global δ energy in each round.
The cost of global delta computation is negligible in practice, since the number of Augmented
CFP labels reaching the target vertex is often low. In Table 3, note that an Augmented CFP
run takes longer than full CFP. This is caused due to inclusion of an additional parameter
(charging rate) in the dominance criteria of the Augmented CFP.
The Iterative CFP is slower than the other algorithms discussed. This is expected as the
algorithm involves running several iterations of an exponential-time shortest path computation.
Our networks do not use standard speedup techniques like Contraction Hierarchies (CHs) [28],
their multicriteria variant [27], or CRP [15, 16], though. Applying any of these techniques
can significantly reduce query times by reducing the number of vertices explored to find
shortest paths. A combination of speedup techniques such as CHs and A* search could be
further applied for even greater speedups [6] at the cost of additional complexity.
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7 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we introduced Starting Charge Maps and Buffer Maps, which are helpful in
preventing EV users’ range anxiety and enable other use cases (such as minimizing trip time
by charging more at home). Both problems require extending the known Shortest Feasible
Path problem, essentially increasing its output by another dimension. Similar to profile
queries in time-dependent route planning [11], this requires more sophisticated algorithms
for Buffer Maps, which is reflected in the running times we observed in our experimental
evaluation. For Starting Charge Maps, however, we proposed a simple and elegant approach
which is in large parts symmetric to the known CFP algorithm and, as a result, computes
them with similar running times, as out experimental results confirm.
Possible future work includes (heuristic) improvements of the Buffer Map search, or
integration with A* and CH for faster queries as done by the CHArge algorithm [7, 8]. We
may further consider related problem settings such having the SoC buffer dependent on the
distance between charging stops.
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